
catch the reading bug



Abdullah, Kia
Life, Love and Assimilation
Adlibbed Ltd, 2006 - 1897312008

Kieran Ali wants to tell what it is really like 
to be a modern Asian woman in London 
caught between two cultures, two minds 
and two hearts.  She tackles her brother’s 
drug addiction, her mother’s constant 
disapproval, an arranged marriage and the 
patriarchal nature of her culture with fight, 
zest and humour and makes no apologies 
for her strong opinions.

Abrahams, Peter
Down the Rabbit Hole
Walker, 2006 - 9781406300284

When Ingrid accidentally leaves her 
favourite football sneakers at a murder 
scene, her only way out is to hunt down 
Cracked-Up Katie’s killer herself.  When 
the clues lead her to the new member of 
the theatre group, Vincent, she doesn’t 
realize the danger until it’s too late - and 
suddenly she’s battling for her life, about to 
be pushed over the edge of Echo Falls…

Acheampong, Sophia
Growing Yams in London
Piccadilly, 2006 - 9781853408724

Makeeda is 14 years old, Ghanaian and 
living in north London.   Her parents despair 
of her love of mobile phones, texting and 
hanging out with her mates and she is fed 
up with being compared to the dutiful and 
obedient Afua, her Aunt Grace’s daughter.   
But can she reconcile an interest in her 
roots, culture and traditions, with teenage 
life in London?

Barlow, Steve
Funny Business
Barrington Stoke, 2006 - 9781842993743

Ben has cerebral palsy and is fed up 
with listening to other people’s bad jokes.   
He wants to take part in a comedy night 
himself, but will the audience understand 
him and will they be able to see past his 
wheelchair and disability? 



Becker, Tom
Darkside
Scholastic, 2007 - 9780439944366
You think life can’t get any worse? You 
haven’t yet stumbled upon the city’s 
greatest secret: Darkside.  Enter an 
unimaginable, dangerous world, full of 
excitement and ruled by Jack the Ripper’s 
children, a place where nightmares walk 
the streets.   A grim fate awaits those who 
enter…

Bell, Julia
Dirty Work
Young Picador, 2007 - 978033041521
15-year-old Russian, Oksana, was sold 
into prostitution but privileged teenager, 
Hope, has no concept of Oksana’s troubles.  
So when the two are flung together in a 
terrifying ordeal in London, can they, 
with so little in common, manage to work 
together to find a way out of their terrible 
predicament? A tense, gripping novel.

Blackman, Malorie
Unheard Voices: a collection of stories 
and poems to commemorate the bicentenary 
anniversary of the abolition of slave trade act
Corgi, 2007 - 978055255600
Stories and poems written by those who 
were themselves slaves are interwoven 
with contemporary writings from authors 
and poets including Malorie Blackman, 
John Agard and Benjamin Zephaniah.  
Shocking yet riveting, these tales show us 
the human cost of enslavement.

Broach, Elise
Desert Crossing
Walker, 2007 - 9781406303681
An exciting road trip for Lucy, James and 
Kit changes in an instant when their car 
hits the body of a dead girl during a night-
time rainstorm in the New Mexico desert.   
Lucy becomes obsessed with finding out 
how she got there.  A suspenseful thriller, 
weaving mystery, self-discovery and 
romance into a compelling story.



Brooks, Kevin
Being
Puffin, 2007 - 978014138144

16-year-old Robert goes into hospital for 
a routine operation, but what happens 
next is anything but.  He has to go on the 
run, terrified and desperate for answers, 
but what if the answers are too terrifying 
to face?  This is a powerful, intense, fast-
moving, page-turning read.  

Burgess, Melvin
Bloodsong
Puffin, 2007 - 9780141316215

A mix of magic, myth and science fiction is in 
this story of an apocalyptic Britain in which 
corruption and tyranny hold sway.  Sigurd 
is the chosen warrior, fighting dragons to 
fulfil his destiny in an epic of high-fantasy 
and high-technology.

Butler, Charles
The Lurkers
Usborne, 2006 - 9780746070659

When Verity sees a weird semi-visible 
figure, her brother John tells her it is 
a harmless Lurker.   But Lurkers feed 
on human imagination and this one is 
using John to become more solid and 
independent.   When Verity discovers the 
Lurker’s secret plan, she must fight to save 
her brother’s mind.

Cann, Kate
Leaving Poppy
Scholastic, 2006 - 9780439968713

Seeking to escape from a clinging mum 
and a difficult younger half-sister, Amber 
takes herself off to Cornwall and starts a 
new life sharing a quaint old house with 
some students.  When sister Poppy turns 
up, there develops an air of menace about 
the house and Amber starts finding things 
more and more amiss.  



Cassidy, Anne
Careless
Hodder, 2007 - 978034093227

Nicky is full of rage and hate - Lesley, his 
social worker and the only person who 
came halfway to understanding him has 
died and left him a letter that changes 
things completely.  He should have been 
told all this years ago, and now there is 
no-one to answer his questions and he is 
prepared to take his anger out on Chloe, 
Lesley’s daughter.

Cole, Stephen
Thieves Like Us
Bloomsbury, 2007 - 978074758951

Jonah is an expert code-breaker and his 
skills are needed by a gang of thieves.  
They have an ancient Egyptian code to 
decipher but Jonah has to decide if he 
wants to get caught up and will it mean he 
ends up back in prison.  There are more 
puzzles for Jonah in The Aztec Code.

Davidson, Dana
Played
Hyperion, 2007 - 9780786836918

Ian is used to getting what he wants from 
girls, so when he is dared by his friends to 
sleep with plain Kylie within three weeks 
he readily accepts.  Kylie has a gut feeling 
something’s up when Ian starts pursuing her 
but how often does one of the hottest guys 
in school ask you out? The relationship that 
develops surprises them both.

Divine, L
Drama High: The Fight 
Dafina, 2006 - 0758216335

Jayd is dumped by her boyfriend KJ.  She 
wants to start her junior high school stress 
free, but instead gets threatened by KJ’s 
new girlfriend (Trecee) to stay away from 
KJ.  This book offers a laugh-out-loud 
assessment of life as Jayd learns who her 
real friends are and what she wants.



Dowley, Ruth
Hard Rock 
Andersen, 2006 - 97818427046727

Leslie is furiously unhappy with Gilly, 
her new boss queen stepmother, and is 
exasperated by her father.  When Gilly 
forbids Leslie to see her new boyfriend, 
revenge and obsession lead to horrific 
danger. It takes a dramatic night-time 
cliff climb and rescue for stepmother and 
stepdaughter to be reconciled.

Dowswell, Paul
Powder Monkey
Bloomsbury, 2006 - 9780747577218

Men and boys are shot to pieces, ships are 
swallowed by the sea and fear is constant. 
War with France and Spain is raging, and 
Sam is caught in the middle with a dangerous 
job as a powder monkey in the company of 
a brutal crew.  This is an amazingly well-
researched adventure giving a glimpse of 
one boy’s incredible life at sea.

Dunwoodie, Helen
The Tarot Reader’s Daughter
Young Corgi, 2006 - 9780552551908

Rosa is surprised to discover tarot cards 
hidden in the wardrobe of her down-to-earth 
mum.  Inexplicably drawn to the cards, Rosa 
is shocked to find that her predictions are 
scarily accurate, and even more shocked 
by her mother’s fierce reaction.  As Rosa 
delves into her mother’s background she 
finds it weirdly tangled with that of the 
mother of her new friend, Andy.  

Forde, Catherine
Firestarter
Egmont Books, 2006 - 9781405210560

The new kid in town is weird.  His name is 
Reece and has strange, blue-hair and is 
obsessed with fire.  His neighbour Keith is 
worried as Reece seems dangerous but he 
also feels sorry for him.  But one night Keith 
wakes up choking on thick black smoke...is 
he another victim of the Firestarter?



Francis, Pauline
Raven Queen
Usborne, 2007 - 9780746078808

A historical novel set in Tudor times, based 
on the life of Lady Jane Grey, Britain’s 
shortest reigning monarch of only nine days. 
The story follows her unwanted path from 
a princess in love to her short reign and 
ultimate execution.

Gaiman, Neil
Anansi Boys
Headline, 2005 - 9780755305094

If his dad hadn’t dropped dead at a karaoke, 
Fat Charlie Nancy would still be blissfully 
unaware that his dad was Anansi, the 
spider god.  And Spider, newly-discovered 
brother and also a god, would not be trying 
to take over his life. With the help of four 
more-than-slightly eccentric old ladies and 
their unique brand of voodoo Charlie fights 
back, but is he going to get his life back in 
one piece or is he about to enter a whole 
netherworld of pain?

Gibbons, Alan
Scared to Death
Orion, 2007 - 9781842551776

Paul Rector is about to go on a journey. 
He has just met somebody at Whitechapel 
Underground station. But if he thinks it’s 
just going to be a fun night out, he’s fooling 
himself. He’s in for one Hell of a time - 
literally! Things are about to become very 
hot for Paul as he travels back in time to 
Jack the Ripper’s London.  First book in the 
Hell’s Underground series.

Golding, Julia
Secret of the Sirens
Oxford UP, 2006 - 9780192754608

Connie finds herself at the heart of the 
secret Society for the Protection of Mythical 
Creatures, a group of people sworn to 
ensure that mythical beasts are kept safe. 
Something abnormal is happening and 
the Sirens, who for generations have kept 
their deadly song to themselves, are once 
again luring humans to their deaths and the 
victims are oil workers. 



Hardinge, Frances
Fly by Night
Macmillan, 2006 - 9780330418263
12-year-old Mosca and her father were 
banished for writing inflammatory books 
about freedom.  Now he is dead and Mosca 
is on the run.  With peril at every turn, 
Mosca uncovers a dark plot to terrorize 
the people of Mandelion, and soon merry 
mayhem leads to murder ...But sometimes 
the power of words can change the world!

Hayes, Rosemary
Mixing It 
Frances Lincoln, 2007 - 978184507495
Injured in a terrorist bomb blast, Steve is 
kept alive by another victim, Fatimah, a 
devout Muslim.  The press twists the story, 
and proclaim ‘love across the divide’, 
sparking a spate of threats to both families.  
As the terrorists plan more bombings, can 
they rise above the hatred and distrust and 
come to understand each other as well as 
unmask the local terrorist cell?

Hopkins, Cathy
This Way to Paradise
Piccadilly, 2007 - 978185340900
India Jane is sent with her cousin to her 
aunt’s new age holiday centre in Greece.  
It should be paradise - but India Jane feels 
alone and confused.  Should she party with 
her rebellious cousin, Kate? Or search for 
inner peace with the meditation crowd? 
And will mystery boy Joe help India Jane 
discover where her true happiness lies?

Johnson, Catherine
The Dying Game
Oxford U.P., 2007 - 9780192754981
When Shehana finds illegal immigrant 
Vlora, stabbed and dying, she tries to 
help and must now find Vlora’s brother to 
track down the killer.  She can’t tell anyone 
what’s going on: not her strict parents, 
not her best friend and certainly not her 
boyfriend.  It seems that Vlora’s brother is 
the only one she can talk to.  But can she 
trust him, and what exactly does he know 
about his sister’s life, and her death?



Kennen, Ally
Berserk
Scholastic, 2007 - 9780439943727
Chas Parsons, a wayward teenager, 
decides it might be cool to write to a prisoner 
on Death Row in America, until the prisoner 
turns up on Chas’ doorstep and starts to 
cause mayhem! A sequence of events is 
set off that will prove to be very scary and 
dangerous for himself, his mother and his 
friends.  A book to keep you on your toes to 
the very last page.

Laird, Elizabeth
A Little Piece of Ground
Pan Books, 2003 - 9780330437431
Karim wants to be extremely cool, popular 
and good-looking and at least 1.9m tall, 
but he also wants to play football with his 
friends. The unused piece of ground he 
finds seems ideal, but this is Palestine 
and being found outside after the Israeli-
imposed curfew can only mean one thing.  
A story that paints a picture of what life is 
like in times of conflict.

LaRochelle, David
Absolutely, Positively Not 
Arthur A.  Levine Books, 2005 - 
0439591090
There’s no way Steven can be gay…can 
he? Steven tries to convince himself that 
he is straight but try as he may, he comes 
to accepts what he has known all along - 
he is gay. He tells his parents and demands 
to go to a support group to find he is the 
only boy there and comes out to his best 
friends. Just one question remains – who 
will Steven take to the school dance? 

Lewis, Richard
The Killing Sea
Simon & Schuster, 2006 - 9781416926283
In this gripping story of survival and 
friendship, two teenagers from opposite 
ends of the world are brought together 
in the aftermath of the devastating 2004 
tsunami.  Set in the Banda Aceh region 
of Indonesia, Ruslan and Sarah have to 
pick up the pieces of their shattered lives 
in territory where the army is engaged in a 
bitter conflict with rebel forces.



Li, Cunxin
Mao’s Last Dancer
Puffin, 2006 - 9780141320869
The moving, true story of a poor Chinese 
peasant boy picked to train as a ballet 
dancer, his success and his defection to 
USA.  With detailed information on life in 
Mao’s China, this will challenge you to think 
deeply about political systems, rights and 
freedoms, as well as social conditions.     

MacPhail, Catherine
Nemesis: Into the Shadows
Bloomsbury, 2006 - 0747582688
Ram awakes in a darkened corridor of a 
block of flats with no idea of who he is or 
how he has got there.  And then the lift 
doors open to reveal a dying man. Ram is 
now the murder suspect and on the run. 
As he discovers more about the murdered 
man, Ram becomes aware that somebody 
is following him, somebody with sinister 
intent.  Could it be something to do with his 
past?  First of a series of four books.

McGann, Oisin
Small-Minded Giants
Doubleday, 2006 - 9780552554732
Ash Harbour is a city built inside a hollowed-
out mountain.  Deadly storms and Arctic 
temperatures have desolated the Earth.  
When sixteen-year-old Sol Wheat’s father 
is accused of murder, Sol sets out to 
uncover the mystery of his father’s sudden 
disappearance.  In doing so he uncovers 
even more sinister secrets of Ash Harbour 
and reveals the machine keeping the city 
alive is running out of power…

Morpurgo, Michael
Alone on a Wide Wide Sea
HarperCollins, 2007 - 978000723058
Six-year-old orphan Arthur is shipped to 
Australia after World War Two leaving 
his sister behind.  Overcoming enormous 
hardships with fellow orphan Marty, Arthur 
develops a talent for boat-design and 
sailing.  On his early death his teenage 
daughter Allie decides to sail his boat back 
to England in her father’s memory and 
meet her Aunt Kitty.



Newbery, Linda
Set in Stone
Young Corgi, 2006 - 9780552774017
Samuel, art tutor to the Farrow girls, is 
enchanted both by the Farrows’ house, 
Fourwinds, and the beautiful Marianne, while 
discovering a sort of kindred spirit in the girls’ 
companion, Charlotte Agnew.  However, both 
Samuel and Charlotte are unaware of the 
dark secrets that lurk beneath the respectable 
surface, secrets that will eventually come to 
light in a shocking climax.

Parkinson, Siobhan
Something Invisible
Penguin, 2006 - 9780141318837
Jake likes thinking, talking, football and 
encyclopaedias.  And fish.  But he’s not so 
sure about girls,  little sisters or stepdads.  
And most of all, he’s not sure if he really 
likes himself.  Then Jake meets Stella and 
he begins to find that he likes a lot more 
things than he thought.  But it takes a 
tragedy to force Jake to look at himself and 
see that, really, he isn’t so bad after all.

Peet, Mal
The Penalty 
Walker, 2006 - 9781844280995

Teenage soccer prodigy, El Brujito, the Little 
Magician, vanishes without a trace — right 
after he misses a penalty kick and loses a 
big game for his team in San Juan, Brazil.  
Paul Faustino, South America’s top sports 
reporter, is reluctantly drawn into the mystery 
of the athlete’s disappearance. As a story of 
corruption and murder unfolds, Faustino is 
forced to confront the bitter history of slavery 
and the power of the occult. 

Peters, Andrew
Roar, Bull, Roar!
Frances Lincoln, 2006 - 9781845075200
A greedy landlord, prejudiced neighbours 
and bullying at school are just some of the 
difficulties encountered by Jan and Marie 
when their family arrive from Czech Republic 
in a rural English village. The children are 
plunged into a series of mysteries around 
what is hidden in the local church and the 
legend of the ghostly roaring bull.



Peters, Julie Anne
Far from Xanadu
Little, Brown, 2007 - 978031615971

Mary Elizabeth (Mike) has her world turned 
upside down when new girl cool, confident, 
sexy Xanadu arrives in Mike’s small Kansas 
town.  As Xanadu stirs up the whole town, 
Mike finally accepts her sexual orientation 
in this tale of unrequited love. 

Poskitt, Kjartan
Urgum the Axeman
Scholastic, 2007 - 9781407102573

Urgum the Axeman is the fiercest barbarian 
the Lost Desert has ever known.  But one 
fateful day Urgum returns home to find 
that not only has his wife redecorated his 
cave and installed a bathroom, but she’s 
also produced a ten-year-old daughter.  A 
comedy of barbarians, gods, monsters and 
tax collectors. 

Rayban, Chloe
My Life Starring Mum
Bloomsbury, 2006 - 9780747577034

Holly Bliss Winterman lives in the shadow 
of her worldwide famous, megastar mother.  
She has all the luxuries that life could bring 
and her mother wants the glamorous 
lifestyle for Holly too.  However Holly wants 
to assert her own personality, become a vet 
and lead a more normal life. 

Reeve, Philip
Larklight: or the revenge of the white 
spiders! or to Saturn’s rings and back: 
a rousing tale of dauntless pluck in the 
farthest reaches of space
Bloomsbury, 2006 - 9780747582403

11-year-old Arthur (Art) Mumsby and 
his irritating sister Myrtle live in the huge 
and rambling house, Larklight, travelling 
through space on a remote orbit far beyond 
the moon. When Art finds out that a visitor is 
arriving, he hardly expects to be thrust into 
a frightening adventure of pirates, plates, 
and a millennium-long conflict upon which 
the fate of the solar system rests.  



Riordan, James
Rebel Cargo
Frances Lincoln, 2007 - 978184507525
Abena is a rebellious Ashanti girl sold into 
slavery. Mungo is a cabin boy kidnapped 
and sold as a white slave. Fate brings 
them together and they escape towards 
the Blue Mountains - where rumours tell of 
a stronghold of runaway slaves.  But can 
Abena and Mungo slip through the hordes 
of Redcoats and baying bloodhounds sent 
to drag them back...? 

Russell, Christopher
Plague Sorcerer
Puffin, 2006 - 9780141318554
Set in 14th century England, Brind and 
Aurélie are blamed for bringing the plague 
and are travelling in search of help and 
safety Their loyalty to their master, the 
dogs and, most importantly, to each other, 
shines through as they face the treachery 
of the adults they meet and of nature itself.  
Sequel to Brind and the Dogs of War.

Smith, D. R.
The Skunk Code
Chicken House, 2006 - 9781904442509

Mad Skunk Skuda, top Skunk in the Skunk 
Empire, is on Mel and Sam’s trail.  Uncle 
Jack, MI21’s European Head of Operations, 
has entrusted them with a special computer 
disc but somehow Skuda has found out and 
wants the disc and its code to help the evil 
Skunk Empire and its illegal money-making 
scams and Mel and Sam must use all their 
ingenuity to protect the Skunk code.

Somper, Justin
Vampirates: Tide of Terror
Simon & Schuster, 2006 - 9781416901419
Connor and his swashbuckling pirate 
buddies get a rare break when they meet 
the crew of The Lorelei.  Soon, Connor and 
co are freediving into the amazing world 
far beneath the waves.  But the pirates are 
further out of their depth than they realise.  
Under the water, danger is lurking - and it’s 
going to take everything they’ve got to get out 
alive...   More adventures in Blood Captain, 
Dead Deep and Demons of the Ocean



Sonnenblick, Jordan
Drums, Girls & Dangerous Pie
Scholastic, 2006 - 9780439951296

When 13-year-old Steven finds out that 
his five-year-old brother, Jeffrey, has 
leukaemia, his family’s life is turned upside 
down.  This is an emotional and heart-
rending read, but also wickedly funny in 
parts, following a year in the life of a family 
in crisis, and how Steven manages to put 
both his own life and that of his family back 
together. 

Stassen, Jean-Philippe
Deogratias: a Tale of Rwanda
First Second, 2006 - 9781596431034
Deogratias is an ordinary teenager, in 
love with Bénigne, but Deogratias is a 
Hutu and Bénigne is a Tutsi in the midst 
of the genocide in Rwanda. As the story 
circles around but never depicts the terror 
and brutality of a country descending into 
violence, this graphic novel shows us 
Deogratias in his pursuit of Bénigne, and 
we see his grief and descent into madness 
following her death.

Stone, David Lee
The Dwellings Debacle
Hodder, 2006 - 9780340893692
The fourth book of The Illmoor Chronicles, 
Enoch Dwellings is investigating an evil 
presence in Dullitch, but another detective 
is also on the case in the shape of the 
vampire who lives next door.  

Vaughan, Brian
Pride of Baghdad
Vertigo, 2006 - 9781401203153

A pride of starving lions find their ‘freedom’ 
from Baghdad zoo during the American 
bombing of Iraq  in April 2003.  This 
struggling family of four great cats must find 
a way to stay together and avoid the deadly 
conflict that’s exploding around them in a 
world they can never hope to comprehend.  
A thoughtful, beautifully illustrated, original 
graphic novel.



Westerfeld, Scott
Parasite Positive
Atom, 2007 - 978190565407

After a fateful encounter with a mysterious 
woman named Morgan, Cal was infected 
by a parasite that has a truly horrifying 
effect on its host. Cal himself is a carrier, 
unchanged by the parasite, but he’s infected 
the girlfriends he’s had since Morgan and 
all have turned into ravenous ghouls.  It’s 
Cal’s job to hunt them down before they 
can create even more of their kind...

Wilkinson, Carole
Dragon Keeper
Macmillan, 2007 - 978033044109

The year is 141 BC and a young girl with 
no name works as a slave at the desolate 
Huangling Place on the edge of the Han 
Empire in China.  The girl saves the life of 
an ageing dragon and escapes her brutal 
master.  Pursued by a ruthless dragon 
hunter, the girl and the dragon make an epic 
journey across China carrying a mysterious 
stone that must be protected. 

Winterson, Jeanette
Tanglewreck
Bloomsbury, 2007 - 978074758075

The World is in trouble!  Time is misbehaving 
- stopping and starting, speeding trains 
to London an hour before they’re due, 
scooping up buses and dumping them in 
a parallel universe.  11-year-old Silver lives 
in the strange old house, Tanglewreck, and 
when the sinister Abel Darkwater arrives in 
search of the Timekeeper - an alchemist’s 
watch that could steady Time again, Silver 
realises she must begin a journey through 
Time and Space to find it before anyone 
else does.
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